MEDICAL DOCUMENTS

It is the responsibility of the Marines and their medical providers to ensure that all medical documentation is in accordance with the below guidance.

Required medical documentation by all Marines:

1. Dated and complete Report of Medical Examination (DD Form 2808)
2. Dated and complete Report of Medical History (DD Form 2807-1)
3. Individual Medical Readiness (IMR) Report from Marine On-Line
4. All supporting medical documentation as directed

Ground physicals must be completed no more than six months prior to the board convening date.

ECP Marines applying for aviation must have the flight surgeon submit their entire flight physical to the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute (NAMI) in the Aeromedical Electronic Resource Office (AERO) no more than six or fewer than four months prior to the board convening date.

Complete date, full social security number, EDIPI, and physician's signature must be on the DD Form 2807-1 and DD Form 2808. A dentist's signature must be on the DD Form 2808. Failure to ensure this information is annotated will delay submission of Marine's medical documentation to the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BuMed).

All body markings (Tattoos, brandings, body ornamentation, and/or body mutilation) must be identified on the DD Form 2808.

Dental exams must be no more than six months old at the convene date of the board. Dental class must be 1 or 2, documented on block 43 on the DD Form 2808, and block 83A must be signed by a dentist. Must provide a current dental examination as a separate enclosure. DD Form 2813 or IMR will suffice as proof of examination.

HIV results must be within one year of board convening date. Date tested must be annotated on the DD Form 2808. Must provide a current dental examination as a separate enclosure. IMR will suffice as proof of examination. HIV results "Pending" is not acceptable.

Audiogram results must be within one year of board convening date. Audiogram must be on the DD Form 2808 block 71A or as a separate enclosure. If any numbers are outside the normal range submit a repeat audiogram and an ear, nose, and throat consultation.

Female Marines over 21 years of age must have a Papanicolaou (PAP) pathology test with results dated within two years of the board convening date.
Distance vision must be documented in block 61 of the DD form 2808. If vision does not correct to 20/20, a current ophthalmology evaluation is required. Marines with a history of vision correction surgery must submit all pre- and post-operative reports with medical documentation, including a post-180 day ophthalmology exam per the Department of the Navy Manual of the Medical Department (MANMED) chapter 15. Marines who have undergone corrective surgery must be 180 days post-operative to induct into training.

Ensure all "YES" answers on the DD form 2807-1 are explained by the physician in Block 29. All pertinent medical clearance documentation for each condition disclosed on the DD Form 2807-1 should be provided. This should include all pre- and post-operative paperwork for surgeries, evaluations, histories, examination findings, diagnoses, prognoses, treatment record plans, and any function limitations.

Ensure all answers in the DD Form 2808 blocks 17-42 (excluding block 41 for males) are marked normal or abnormal. "NE" is not an acceptable response.

It is the responsibility of the Marine to ensure all medical documentation is in accordance with the above guidance. Failure to follow the above guidance will delay the Marine's submission to BuMed and possibly result in not being scheduled to the first available OCS course. After selection, no medical procedures are authorized with the exception of medically necessary operations.

Medical documentation submitted at the time of application will be forwarded on all SELECTS to BuMED by the Marine Corps Recruiting Command (MCRC) point of contact (POC) once the result MARADMIN has been released. BuMed and NAMI require a minimum of 30 days to process Marines' medical documentation. All selected Marines will be notified by the MCRC POC once a determination of physical qualification or disqualification has been made by BuMed or NAMI. Selected Marines requiring additional medical documentation from BuMed or NAMI will be contacted by the MCRC POC. Questions pertaining only to the requirement for additional medical documentation should be directed to the MCRC medical reviewer at 703-784-9426. Commands and Marines are not authorized to contact or forward any medical documentation directly to BuMed.